A quantitative mathematical characterization of sleep microstructure. A study that puts the bases for the implementation of an automatic classifier of the Cyclic Alternating Pattern. A novel approach to sleep analysis that gives a mathematical confirmation to the medical literature about CAP.
a b s t r a c t
Objective: This study aims to identify, starting from a single EEG trace, quantitative distinctive features characterizing the A phases of the Cyclic Alternating Pattern (CAP). Methods: The C3-A2 or C4-A1 EEG leads of the night recording of eight healthy adult subjects were used for this analysis. CAP was scored by an expert and the portions relative to NREM were selected. Nine descriptors were computed: band descriptors (low delta, high delta, theta, alpha, sigma and beta); Hjorth activity in the low delta and high delta bands; differential variance of the EEG signal. The information content of each descriptor in recognizing the A phases was evaluated through the computation of the ROC curves and the statistics sensitivity, specificity and accuracy.
Results: The ROC curves show that all the descriptors have a certain significance in characterizing A phases. The average accuracy obtained by thresholding the descriptors ranges from 59.89 (sigma descriptor) to 72.44 (differential EEG variance).
Conclusions:
The results show that it is possible to attribute a significant quantitative value to the information content of the descriptors.
Significance: This study gives a mathematical confirm to the features of CAP generally described qualitatively, and puts the bases for the creation of automatic detection methods. Ó 2011 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction
The electroencephalogram (EEG) provides important and unique information about the sleeping brain. The conventional approach for sleep studies is based on the definition of the sleep macrostructure, a stepwise profile that classifies sleep stages according to the prevalent EEG activity in consecutive 30 s epochs. More recent studies have been introduced in sleep research based on the nature and quantitation of the sleep microstructure, taking into account the time structure of phasic EEG events observed during non-REM (NREM) stage and shorter than the standardized scoring epoch.
The detection of these events is a fundamental tool for the identification of the Cyclic Alternating Pattern (CAP), which is characterized by sequences of transient EEG variations (phase A) breaking away from the background rhythm of the ongoing sleep stage. Each phase A is characterized by an abrupt frequency/amplitude shift, which coincides with a higher level of brain activation and recurs at intervals up to 1 min long. The intermittent recovery of background activity identifies the interval (phase B) that separates the phases A and corresponds to a lower level of activation. Both A and B phases can last between 2 and 60 s. A CAP cycle is composed of a phase A, and the following phase B. At least two
